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First Quarter 2021 Recap
Defying Expectations

In an extraordinary first quarter showing, the collector car market

shows all indications of turning in a strong performance for the rest

of 2021.

Despite (or perhaps because of) cancellations, postponements,

continuing CV-19 restrictions, and a general disruption to daily life,

all Q1 indicators point to a strengthening market. Average sale,

median sale and sell through were all up measurably.  Due to far

fewer vehicles running through auctions, total sales were down

21%, but measured against a whopping 42% decline in vehicles

offered, even that can be viewed as a positive. 

As for product mix, domestics dominated.  Some of this was due

to the drastic scaling back of the high-end sales from Gooding,

RMS, and Bonhams,which typically a top-heavy with foreign vehi-

cles. As the auction market returns to normal, expect to see imports

take a more traditional share of the market.

Note: All graphs represent pre-1990 model year data
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If sell-though rates at auction seem higher than you remember, it's because they are.  Chalk it up to a strong market and an increasing

number of "No Reserve" lots.  To illustrate the point, the graph on the left shows overall sell-throughs while the graph on the right illus-

trates sell-throughs of lots offered with a reserve. There's an appreciable drop, although even those numbers are strong compared to

only a few years ago.

Domestics ruled the first quarter, with GM overwhelming everyone with over a 60% market share of pre-1990 lots. Average prices

climbed for all here, except Ferrari.  Again, figures are for pre-1990 lots.

all lots, pre-1990
reserve lots, pre-1990

The first quarter carried on -- and strengthened -- trends that had begun last year.  Pickup trucks of all stripes, but particulalry 80's and

90's examples, continued into the stratosphere.  Short boxes ane loaded, high trim levels led the way.  Mild custom touches and

mechanical upgrades are welcome. Nothing special project cars such as the one on the right are bringing what would've been consid-

ered impossible money only a year ago.  They've increased so much, they've put an exclamation point on the old hobby adage, "Buy

one already done."


